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The optimal portfolio and consumption problems have a direct impact on the income
of investors and are core of financial market research. The continuous-time optimal portfo-
lio and consumption problems were studied by Nobel Laureate, Merton in 1969 and 1971
firstly. Classic Merton model promoted effectively the developments of the continuous-
time finance and laid a foundation for further research. In this thesis, by using stochastic
control method and martingale method, we study the optimal portfolio and consumption
problems with stochastic interest rate or under loss aversion, and give the optimal portfo-
lio and consumption policies or the existence and uniqueness analysis of solution of HJB
(Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman) equation. This thesis consists of six chapters.
In Chapter 1, we introduce the background and development status of the optimal port-
folio and consumption problems.
In Chapter 2, we give a brief review of some basic concepts and two fundamental
methods to solve optimal portfolio and consumption problems: stochastic control method
and martingale method.
Our major work is in Chapter 3-5.
In Chapter 3, we discuss an optimal investment and consumption model with stochastic
interest rate on a finite time horizon. The price of risky asset obeys a geometric Brownian
motion, and interest rate varies according to an ergodic Markov process. The goal is to
choose optimal investment and consumption policies to maximize the expected discounted
power utilities of the accumulative consumption and the terminal wealth. An HJB equation
satisfied by the value function is derived using dynamic programming principle, and the
existence and uniqueness of solution of the terminal value problem for the corresponding
nonlinear parabolic partial differential equation are obtained using the sub-supersolution
method. Finally, the verification theorem is obtained.
Chapter 4 investigates a continuous-time optimal portfolio and consumption model un-
der loss aversion in an infinite time horizon. In this model, it is supposed that the investor’s
goal is to choose the optimal portfolio and consumption policies to maximize the infinite
horizon expected discounted S-shaped utility of the consumption. The problem is solved
under two different situations respectively for the reference level: exogenous or endoge-
nous. For the case of exogenous reference level which is independent of the consumption
policy, the optimal consumption policy and the optimal wealth process are obtained through














constant, the closed-form solutions of the portfolio and consumption policies are derived.
For the case of endogenous reference level which is related to the past actual consumption,
the optimization problem with stochastic reference level is transformed into an equivalen-
t optimization problem with zero reference point, the corresponding relationship between
them is proved. Finally, the relevant optimal portfolio and consumption policies are also
obtained.
In Chapter 5, we consider an optimal portfolio selection model under loss aversion on
a finite time horizon. In this model, it is supposed that the price of risky asset obeys loga-
rithmic Brownian motion and the investor’s goal is to choose the optimal portfolio policies
to maximize the expected S-shaped utility function of terminal wealth. This chapter de-
duces the properties of value function with the method of splitting original problem into two
sub-problems (the positive part problem and the negative part problem). The dynamic pro-
gramming equations of the two sub-problems are also deduced under dynamic programming
principle, and then their explicit solutions are obtained. Finally, the explicit expressions of
optimal portfolio policies and the value function of the original problem are given.
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Ex;t 基于 t时刻状态为 x下所有已经揭示信息的条件期望算子.
In n阶向量 (1;    ; 1)T .
IA 集合 A的示性函数,如果 x 2 A; IA(x) = 1;否则 IA(x) = 0.
AT 矩阵 A的转置
G 集合 G的闭包.
kk (Pni=1 2i ) 12 ,其中:  = (1;    ; n)T .
u0(x)(u00(x)) 函数 u(x)的一阶 (二阶)导数.
Ck(G) 所有具有直到 k 阶连续导数的连续函数 f : G ! R的全体.
C0(G) = C(G).
Ck0 (G) 支集在 G内紧的全体 Ck( G)函数所组成的集合.





C2+(G) 集合 ff(x)jf 2 C2(G);且 H(D2f) < +1g. 其中: H(u) =
supx;y2G
n ju(x) u(y)j





2 (G) 集 合 ff(x; t)jf 2 C(G);且 H;
2
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